
NormallyDo Coding 

Main codes 
 

Subcategory codes Inclusions/comments 

Unclear  Untranslated/untranslatable 
terms, things that do not 
make sense wrt the 
question 

Do nothing specific  Answers such as “do 
nothing”, “hang out”, “we 
are used to it”, “we 
manage” 

Drink water Drink water Includes water, but also in 
some contexts tea, lassi, 
juice, etc. 

Drink cold drink 

Drink warm drink 

Go outside Go outside  Subdivisions could be pulled 
out qualitatively for each 
context 

Go to balcony 

Go to veranda 

Go to courtyard 

Go for a walk 

Sit under tree  Could be included as 
subdivision of go outside, 
but large enough that may 
merit own group 

Add ventilation Open doors Includes any means of 
adding ventilation and 
airflow from outside, 
multiple combinations of 
these 

Open windows 

Open vents 

Open shutters 

Add ventilation 

Undress/change 
clothes 

Undress/disrobe  

Wet clothing 

Wear different clothing 

Draw curtains   

Take a bath/shower  *Appears to be context 
specific as to how people 
refer to it 

Use fan Use fan (generic) *Unclear if table/ceiling 
distinction is key, already 
answered in the CoolHome 
question  

Use table fan 

Use ceiling fan 

Use manual 
fan/cooling device 

 Answers such as “I fan 
myself”, “use a paper fan” 
and “use a handmade fan”  

Use a cooler   

Sleep/rest   

Turn off lights   

Stay at home   

Sleep outside   

Sleep/lie on floor  *cross reference with floor 
material 



Clean floor with 
water 

  

Turn on power 
source 

 Switching on 
generators/solar panels, 
presumably to use fans 

Use talcum powder   

Smoke   

Use AC  *There are a few of these 
answers in Indonesia, but 
which presumably should 
have excluded them from 
the survey sample 

 

YesPandemicChange Coding 

*General codes messy, would benefit from more qualitative analysis and pulling out individual 

answers 

Main codes Subcategory codes Inclusions/comments 

Unclear  Where answer is not 
translated/untranslatable, not 
understandable, or very 
difficult to connect to question 
*there are a lot here 

Do nothing special   “no change”, “nothing 
special”, etc. 

It’s not hot  *mostly Cameroon specific 

More time spent indoors/at 
home 

  

Time spent outdoors   

Outside/outdoors unclear  Unclear if this refers to more 
or less time spent outdoors 

Go to different places  *Frequent answer in 
Indonesia, but very unclear 
what it refers to 

Change in fan use Use fan Cross check from prior answer, 
use fan usually as alternative 
to going outside previously 

Use fan more 

Use fan less 

Use cooler   

Spray water inside   

Use manual fan/cooling device   

Take bath/shower   

Add ventilation   

More cautious when adding 
ventilation 

  

Stand/sit near door/window   

Non-heat related – Changes in 
behaviours, activities, feelings 

Greater use of technology  

Different activities 

Changes in eating 

Increased conflict 



Travel not possible 
 

Increased 
difficulty/fear/anxiety 

Daily life changes (unspecified) 

Non-heat related – Issues with 
accessing resources 

Reduction in work/income  

Difficulty accessing food 

Issues accessing water 

Issues accessing 
medicines/healthcare 

Difficulty accessing other 
essential items 

Non-heat related - COVID 
related measures 

More handwashing/sanitizing  

Use of masks 

Clean house more 

 

Occupations 

AGRICULTURE/HUSBANDRY/FISHING 

PAID LABOR/WAGE 

GOVERNMENT WORK 

BUSINESS/SELF-EMPLOYED 

INFORMAL TRADE / STREET SALES 

EMPLOYED IN PRIVATE COMPANY 

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE/SOCIAL PROTECTION NETWORKS [PENSIONS] 

MIGRANT REMITTANCES [FROM OUTSIDE OF THE COUNTRY] 

HELP FROM FAMILY AND/OR FRIENDS [FROM INSIDE OF THE COUNTRY] 

HOUSEWIFE/HUSBAND/HOMEMAKER 

UNEMPLOYED 

STUDENT 

DON'T KNOW 

REFUSED 

 


